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“I’d like to think that I’m a better parent as a result... I have a better understanding of myself
now... I had quite a strict upbringing, and my parents are very strict, so I was always quite
strict with my own children, but Open Circle workshops showed me how to be more open...
I didn’t realise how creative my children were.”
October 2013
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Introduction
Open Circle was a four year family learning project, May 2009 –
2013. It was developed and delivered by acta Community Theatre
in North and South Bristol, with funds from the BIG Lottery Family
Learning programme.
Open Circle was inspired by acta’s Magic Day programme In
Kingsweston (North Bristol), 2008 – 2010, working with children,
playworkers and their families to provide a series of creative
workshop opportunities for young children, leading up to one
magical creative event day where anything could happen on one
Magic Day. Funded by the BIG Lottery Playful Ideas programme,
Magic Day was a resounding success with parents as well as their
children, and parents requested that future acta projects in the area
provide weekly participatory arts workshop opportunities for the
whole family together, not just for the children.
At the same time, acta became aware that in the north of Bristol
there was a cycle of disengagement with formal learning; children
would have a bad experience at school and would grow up to
become a parent and may not have a positive attitude to education
with regards to their own children. acta wanted to break the cycle
by showing that learning can be fun and to give both children and
parents a positive experience using creative practice.
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acta’s vision is that engagement in participatory arts activities builds
confidence, self-esteem and social skills. acta believes that by
supporting families to participate in group activities within a weekly
session, they can provide a first step towards engagement in other
community or educational activities. They would aim to use a range
of arts activities to help families to learn how to learn together.
By December 2012 (midway through final year), the project intended
to:
•
Offer 200 children, parents and family members high
		
levels of involvement in, and enjoyment from, informal
		
education activities.
•
Offer 200 children, parents and family members in
		
creased skills, including verbal communication and 		
		
literacy,
		
creativity, and social interaction.
•
Provide 50 parents with increased involvement in
		
children’s formal and informal education.
•
Encourage 50 families to initiate creative learning
		
activities for children and adult family members in a
		
home setting.
This additional evaluation of the programme did not form part of
the original bid to BIG Family Learning Fund, and is in addition to
the programme delivered by acta. It has been made possible by an
additional grant from BIG Lottery Supporting Change Fund.
For further information about the evaluation methodology, please
see Appendix One.

“All the families arrive and get stuck
in. Great to see how the parents are
working together with their children.
A real increase in confidence all round.”
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Programme Summary
Open Circle aimed to provide families with opportunities to
participate in informal education and increase their skills in verbal
communication, literacy, creativity and social interaction. This has
been achieved and the ambitions of the programme have been
exceeded.
Open Circle over-achieved in delivering on the four main project
outcomes:
•
		
		
•
		
		
•
		
•
		
		

378 children, parents and family members received high       
levels of involvement in, and enjoyment from, informal
education activities, (target was 200).
378 children, parents and family members increased
their skills, including verbal communication and literacy,
creativity, and social interaction, (target was 200).
133 parents had increased involvement in children’s
formal and informal education, (target was 50).
99 families initiated creative learning activities for
children and adult family members in a home setting,
(target was 50).

Over the four years acta delivered:
Year One
(Workshops began at the start of the new academic year in 		
September 09, after set-up through the summer term.)
Total 83 sessions delivered, including:
•
		
		
•
		
•
		
•
		

Freshways Family Centre group in Lawrence Weston,
with young mums and pre-school age children, meeting
at Lawrence Weston Youth Centre.
Bluebell Nursery group in Lawrence Weston, with new
families to the school, including those with English as a
second language.
Avonmouth Primary School, with five families
participating in creative workshops.
Compass Point Children’s Centre in Bedminster, with
families of year 2 and 3 children.
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Year Two
Total 110 sessions delivered, including:
•
		
•
		
•
•
		
•
		
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		

7

15 sessions with families at Bank Leaze Primary School
in Lawrence Weston.
20 sessions with families at Our Lady of the Rosary RC
Primary School in Lawrence Weston.
22 sessions with families at Avon Primary in Avonmouth.
9 sessions with families at Holy Cross RC Primary
School in Bedminster.
2 days of holiday workshops with families at Redcliffe
Children’s Centre, many with English as a second 		
language.
21 sessions at the acta centre for home educated
children and their parents.
A sharing event at the end of the academic year, a trip
to the seaside for 70 people.
A sharing event at the end of the Autumn term, a theatre
trip for 47 people.
A sharing event at the end of the Spring term, a trip to
the Community Farm attended by 96 people.
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Year Three
Total 97 sessions delivered, including:
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
		
•
		
•
		
•
		

Summer term sessions continue with families at Holy
Cross & Our Lady RC Primary schools.
Autumn term sessions with new families at Bank Leaze
Primary.
Six months of sessions at acta centre for families with
babies and pre-school children, initially referred by 		
Bishopsworth Childrens Centre.
Half-term holiday sessions at acta centre for families
with children of primary school age, in partnership with
Compass Point Children’s Centre.
A term of sessions with young mums at the Hartcliffe &
Withywood Teenage Parent Project.
Six month of sessions with families at Avon Primary in
Avonmouth.
A free play sharing event at the acta centre, attended by
16 families.

Year Four
Total 124 sessions delivered, including:
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		

summer term sessions continue with families at Avon
Primary in Avonmouth.
two weekly groups at acta centre for families with preschool children, throughout the year.
Autumn sessions at St Bernards Primary in
Shirehampton.
Spring term sessions for new families at Avonmouth
Primary.
Spring / summer project with young families at the
Community Flat in Lawrence Weston.

Over the 4 years, acta delivered a total of 414 workshops, engaging
more than 150 families.
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Key Achievements
Significantly, the elements in the design of Open Circle have been
some of the key success factors of the programme.
Successful Elements in the Design of Open Circle
•
•
		
•
•

A flexible programme
Using participatory creative techniques as a means of
stimulating family leaning
Utilising artist facilitation skills
The design and freshness of the creative sessions

The programme also facilitated some more sustainable gains for the
participants, schools, stakeholders and acta.
Sustainable Outcomes
•
•
		
•
		
•
•
		

Impacting on family life
Encouraging participatory creative activities and building
confidence
Providing a support framework for building relationships
and networks
Improving relationships between parents and schools
Improving communities and building confident
community leaders
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Successful Elements of the Programme
Designing a flexible programme
The flexibility and adaptability in the design of Open Circle has been
a real strength of the programme. One of the initial ambitions of
acta was to deliver the programme to families who might stay with
the programme over several years – taking families on a learning
trajectory that may span early years and into school. However, very
quickly after starting the programme it became clear to acta that
families experiences were so positive that the outcomes they were
aiming to achieve could be delivered in a much shorter period of
time.
Artistic Director, Neil Beddow, commented

“One of the things we learned was that Open Circle made such an
impact that our work with families didn’t need to be as long. We
were able to impact on families quite quickly in a matter of 12 to 15
weeks. The model worked more efficiently than we thought.”
In the light of this, acta was able to make a shorter offer and provide
more programmes to a wider range of families than initially was
anticipated. Additionally, when working with schools acta decided
to offer the programme in a school for a minimum of a term and
stayed with the school up to a year. At the points when numbers
of families attending regularly started to fall away, acta was able
to finish the programme and start at a new school location for the
following term. This flexibility in the design of the programme meant
that acta was able to work with, and impact more families than was
originally anticipated.
The management structure and workshop monitoring framework
within the team enabled acta to respond quickly and appropriately
to make these changes in its programme delivery. New groups
were often set up as taster projects for a few weeks, with good
communication between facilitators and management enabling
continuous review of what went well and what was less successful.
Thus when management received unexpected approaches from new
potential partners, the Company was able to respond and plan for
the most effective overall programme delivery.
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What went well?
•
		
		
•
		
		
		
•
		
		
		
		
		

Keeping a flexible programme meant that acta was able
to target family learning opportunities where it was
needed most.
Having taster sessions for families and a trial period of
programmes enabled the families to decide if they 		
genuinely wanted to attend and/or whether family
circumstances would enable them to continue without
any pressure.
The flexible programme framework enabled Open
Circle to have a wider reach and geographical spread
than was originally anticipated. It also enabled acta to
respond to approaches from new partners as the 		
programme developed over the four year period, and
also to respond to new areas of need.
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Using participatory creative techniques as a means of
stimulating family learning
The use of participatory creative techniques as a means of
stimulating family learning was an innovative step for this area of
work in Bristol. Whilst using an inclusive and participatory creative
approach to learning is at the heart of how acta has worked
in communities for several years, this creative way of working
with families as a ‘family learning’ project per se has been a new
development for both acta and Bristol City as a whole.
Peter Bentley, part of Bristol North One which supported acta
through the schools Extended Services programme, and is now
working with Bristol City Council on First Response, commented on
the innovative nature of the programme;

“Although part of the team here at Bristol City Council work with
families on family learning, using drama and some of the creative
techniques that acta used as a means to do this was very new. It
really worked well and engaged and kept families involved that might
not ordinarily have remained with the programme.”
This view was echoed by Portland Burnett, Nursery Worker at
Compass Point Children Centre who commented that the creative
nature of the sessions at the centre were a really positive move
forwards for several reasons; they provided new experiences, an
opportunity for families to have new experiences together and they
also provided a much needed anchoring point for families.
Portland reflected;

“The creative family sessions were such a good idea, particularly
in the winter months. Many family structures are all over the place,
partners work long hours, or some are single parents and the acta
sessions has been one of the only opportunities that those families
get for those families to do things together. We don’t have the
capacity, resources or knowledge to do those kinds of creative
activities.”
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In-depth creative experiences
Open Circle provided families with opportunities to have more in
depth creative experiences and develop their own creative ideas.
Roxanne and Logan (3 years) attended the acta centre pre-school
group. Roxanne commented on how she valued the variety of
different activities and ideas each week. She particularly enjoyed
using what she described as “natural ingredients,” building creative
activities around everyday materials such as food and using coloured
rice.
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Ella and Poppy (aged 4 years) described how they had been “totally
engrossed in everything.” They particularly valued the variety of
participatory creative activities which encouraged them to use “more

imagination than any other groups do, or anything I would do at
home.”
Trips – a positive model for days out

“One girl who often finds it hard to try
things and frequently makes a point of
saying she is bored told me it had been
the best day of her life.”
A key element of the Open Circle artistic programme design was
that all groups would work towards an end of term sharing event, at
which families from different groups would come together to share
the artistic products that they had been working on. The programme
worked with groups from right across the City, and the sharing
events would help to raise families’ awareness and understanding
of what they have in common and being part of a larger project.
These sharing events would provide an artistic focus for weekly
sessions, but would also provide an opportunity to celebrate their
achievements with others, and further, provide an opportunity for a
“trip out” of the normal workshop environment.
The trips not only provided enjoyment, but also a positive model
for family days out. One of the most talked about elements of the
programme was the family trips that were part of the programme.
Several of the families recounted their trip to the seaside as being
very memorable and had changed the way that they behave with
their children.

“When I was little, going to the beach was just sitting all day on the
sand, and asking for permission to do anything...when Open Circle
went there, the whole thing was a Pirate Day, complete with treasure
hunt...even the bus journey was part of it with everyone dressed up
as pirates...and all the workshops that we’d had leading up to the trip
had been making different bits for the trip.”
Jo, Avonmouth Primary
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“For me the most memorable was the seaside trip. From the moment
we got on the coach, the trip started. We were given a pirate hat
and it took me back to my childhood. It was good to be silly with the
children.”
Portland, Compass Childrens Centre

A valued framework for creativity
Families also enjoyed having a framework for their creativity to be
developed. Two families - Karen with her sons, Bradley and Liam
and Lynne with daughter Hannah, took part in one of the first project
groups at Bank Leaze Primary School in Lawrence Weston, where
17
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both Karen and Lynne worked as dinner ladies and cleaners. Before
Open Circle, they had already engaged in occasional arts activities
through the school.

“We did a project and made stuff, like people and creatures, with
boxes, tubes, adhesive tape and household bits and pieces, like
we used to in Open Circle. We made baubles and decorations at
Christmas.”
However, Open Circle provided them with freedom to develop
their own creative ideas and find their creative voice more than any
school arts activity that they had attended. Open Circle enabled the
families to have an important space to have time together and have
fun, supported by acta facilitators who they described endearingly as

“lovely workers.”

Building skills and confidence in working with others
Additionally, Open Circle enabled Karen and Lynne to build their own
skills and confidence as parents and provide them with opportunities
to help other children.

“We worked with the children so they didn’t miss out and we knew
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how important it was for them even if their parents didn’t or couldn’t
come. We were one of you lot, teaching and helping the children.”
What went well?
•
		
		
		
		
•
		
		
•
		
•
		
•
		

Using a mix of drama, role-play, story-telling, mixed
media, making and play-led trips kept the families 		
engaged and enthralled providing them with 			
opportunities that they would not ordinarily be 		
exposed to.
The small group size of 6 – 8 families, 20 - 25 people,
and workshops which included some group exercises
enabled everyone to get to know each other well.
The mix of participatory creative techniques gave the
parents confidence to try new activities at home.
Having a framework for creative development was
important for families.
The trips providing positive modelling for family days
out.

Utilising artist facilitation skills
Positive role models
For the majority of families, the experience of working with artist
facilitators was new and extremely positive. This highlighted the
importance of the role of the artist facilitator in the Open Circle
Sessions - as facilitators, artists and being positive role models.
The presence of the facilitators acting as role models also added
to the children’s social confidence. Katie who attended the acta
preschool school session with her daughter Poppy (aged 2 years)
recalled a life changing moment,

“At the end of the session, as we were getting ready to leave, I
was standing with Poppy in one corner of the hall and Alan [the
facilitator] was standing at the furthest corner. Poppy had a piece of
plasticine in her hand and suddenly ran all the way across the hall to
Alan, gave him the plasticine and ran all the way back to my side. It
was the furthest she had ever been away from me. It surprised me as
Poppy was shy when she joined the group and had not had any male
role models in her life up to that point.”
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One other participant commented that it is unusual for men to lead
workshop sessions and that had been welcomed by her sons.

“It helped having a male figure around. The boys still see Alan
around and shout out to him, he has a good way with the boys. In
our classes it was mainly boys and they respected the firmness of a
male figure.”
Learning new techniques
James Barlow, Learning Mentor at Avonmouth Primary School,
commented on how parents had learned new techniques from the
artist facilitators that he noticed that they were now beginning to
adopt themselves. He commented,

“Seeing how the acta facilitators engage with the children, the
parents picked up some of those facilitation skills and they started
to give positive feedback to their own children. So this approach
seemed to have rubbed off on the parents.”
The facilitators had been positive role models for the parents too.
James commented,

“In the last cohort with one of the children, it has been a real
challenge to manage her behaviour. We advocate inclusion and
tolerance and I saw her parents modelling that in Open Circle.”
Variety of skills and building trust
The skills of the facilitator are one of the critical success factors for
Open Circle; for facilitating the group, for bringing in fresh ideas
and also modelling behaviours for parents. The company brought
in eighteen artists to provide specific skills and expertise in a wide
range of visual arts, drama, music and movement for different
programme sessions over the four year lifetime of Open Circle,
each time with at least one facilitator remaining as a constant for the
families – either Alan or Katie or one of the other artists who had
worked with the families for several weeks. This provided variety in
terms of skills and also enabled the core artists to be released for
other programmes of work and to bring in new artistic skills to the
programme. The families appeared to value the continuity of having
two core facilitators every week when this was possible, or at least
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that one of the facilitators remained as a constant, as it helped to
build relationships and trust over time.
So what went well?
•
		
		
•
		
		
•
		
•
•
		
		

The quality of the facilitators and their ability to work
with mixed groups was critical to the success of the
programme.
The families valued the continuity of having constant
facilitators who could regularly attend and this helped to
build trust.
Being exposed to new people gave the children more
social confidence.
A male facilitator was welcomed by the participants.
The facilitators were positive role models for parents
in how to give feedback and encouragement to their
children.

Design and Freshness of the Creative Sessions
One of the key elements that has made Open Circle so successful
was the freshness and creativity that the artists brought to each of
the sessions.

“We constantly pushed ourselves,” commented Katie Delaney, one

of the artists leading the programme.
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I was used to running weekly sessions before Open Circle but it
was a new experience to run a programme that would potentially
work with the same families for up to a year. This meant that we
needed to come up with new ideas to keep the programme fresh and
alive, not just for the families but for us as artists too – to keep us
energised and inspired.”
Artistically, project facilitators delivered workshops in a wide range
of different artforms, although the majority used visual arts as a
strong element. The freedom to experiment, take risk, and combine
a number of different artforms into one workshop has also inspired
the facilitators in other work.
Themed sessions over time
One of the successful techniques that the artists used was to
develop a theme that would progress over several weeks of the
programme. Portland Burnett from Compass Point attended the
sessions with her family, her three sons and her husband and spoke
very enthusiastically about their involvement in Open Circle and the
freshness of the ideas.

“It was really brilliant. I didn’t expect it to be as good as it was. I
just thought it would be drawing with paper, pens and maybe paint
– that was my previous experience of art – this was really different.
We joined in some of the holiday drama workshops – it was amazing.
We went from drawing a figure to using cloth and making dens
about where they would live to really bringing that figure alive as a
character and then making up stories about that character.”
Artistic Director, Neil Beddow, reflected on how the programme’s
lead artists, Alan May and Katie Delaney, had approached the
sessions and kept pushing the boundaries.

“They were never content to say, we’ll just do that again. Every
week they gave the groups something new, exciting and different and
really worked hard creatively to do that. They were experimenting
with ideas and did some jaw-droppingly wonderful things. One day
they turned the auditorium at the acta centre into a magical space. It
was dark with lights sparkling in different places. The children played
with light and explored the space in the dark. It was fantastic. They
demonstrated how far we can push creative play and how much the
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arts has got a part to play in that - and because we have talented
artists facilitating, they wanted to try something new and push the
people involved.”
Providing fresh inspiration
Portland Burnett, Compass Point, also commented that as a family
play facilitator, she had also learned new techniques from the acta
artists,

“acta gave me some new ideas, I was getting a bit stale. I’m limited
in resources but I’ve been using some of the ideas such as making
dens out of materials and I put the dressing up box out a lot more
now because personally I had such a positive experience when I did
that with acta.”
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Families also commented on how they had learned new techniques
from the artists that they were now using at home. Artist, Katie
Delaney reflected on it was sometimes what she considered to be
the most simple everyday things that she thought people might be
doing already that people took on board,

“Once we made chocolate crispy cakes and part of me was thinking,
oh they would have made these at home and actually the reaction of
the parents was oh I would never think to do these at home but I will
make them now.”
Roxanne who attended the acta pre-school sessions with her son
Logan commented on how playing with cardboard boxes had
surprised her,

“I never considered how much Logan would enjoy playing with
cardboard boxes, but following the cardboard box den making
session, I will often let him play with cardboard boxes at home now. I
now feel more relaxed and confident about the activities that would
interest Logan. It has made me more confident. I was quite shy and
quiet before, but I am more outspoken now.”
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David, who attended the same group with his daughter, Chloe, aged
18 months, also spoke about the den-making session,

“It was a breakthrough session for Chloe. She absolutely loved it.
She sometimes hides what she thinks but it was so clear that she
enjoyed the dens. The sessions offered us more interaction and that
was helpful for Chloe.”
David underlined that what he valued most about the project was the
variety of different activities that participants tried, that every week
was different and they were able to input into the types of activities
they wanted. This helped them to have ownership of the programme.

“We requested an activity with food and Anita designed a special
workshop including making people with vegetables and other food,
and painting with jelly, custard, yoghurt and jam. If I’d have been at
home with her, I wouldn’t have done any of that stuff.”
So it is clear that the programme offered fresh inspiration and
ideas for parents and also exposure to creative activities that they
would not be able to do at home (such as the silk screen printing
described above). Maintaining the quality of the programme at
this level, however, required more resources in terms of planning
and development than was originally attributed. The majority of the
sessions were between an hour and a half to two hours in length and
to ensure that they were well-planned and high energy, they required
a total of six hours for planning, preparation and delivery time.
However, this extra resource was investment that ultimately paid off.
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What went well?
•
		
		
		
•
		
		
•
		
		
•
		
•
		
		
•
		

Increasing the amount of time for planning, preparation
and delivery from four hours to six hours was useful
and meant that the sessions could be delivered to a
consistently high quality.
Artists ran similar sessions with different groups in the
same week, thus saving on planning and preparation
time.
Using simple every day activities worked well and meant
that parents could easily replicate these ideas with their
children at home
Playworkers valued learning some new ideas that they
could use in their own sessions.
Participants valued fresh ideas every week, and being
able to input into the types of sessions that they wanted
gave them ownership of the programme.
Parents gained from learned activities that they could do
with their children at home.
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Sustainable Outcomes
Impacting on family life
Not only has the programme given families fresh ideas, but Open
Circle appears to have made a significant contribution to developing
a richer and more fulfilling family life.
Support for parents in managing children’s behaviour
The families that were targeted for the programme at Avonmouth
Primary had requested some support with managing their children’s
behaviour at home. Learning Mentor, James Barlow explained,

“Parents would say that their children don’t listen to them, or that
they don’t feel like they are in charge. Often, children can present
differently at home than at school because the structure of the
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school is

useful... children can predict what’s happening next so
there’s less behavioral issues than when they go home. I suggested
to the parents that if they came along to the sessions, then they
would be managing the children’s behavior at school and that’s
going to throw them, but it will reposition you because you’ll be in the
school building with that school structure and you’ll have the artist
facilitators who are not school staff and it might just throw them and
reposition yourself with your children.”
This strategy seemed to work. James reported that when he went
into the classroom during Open Circle sessions, that the parents
were in charge of their children, there weren’t any of the behaviors
that they described at home.

“They were engaged and the mum’s were engaged and there was a
lovely atmosphere.”
A good mood for the weekend
The parents who attended the sessions at Avonmouth Primary School
on a Friday after school said that the sessions were really important
to their families because they put the children in a good mood for
the weekend.
Mum, Jo, explained how her children were always excited to their
father all about the workshops.

“We played games like Zip, Zap, Boing and then on Friday night
when Dad got back from work, he played too!”
The importance of bridging the gap between the end of school
and the start of family time was echoed by Avonmouth Primary’s
Learning Mentor, James Barlow,

“Parents remarked that Friday evenings was always a difficult time.
Picking the children up from school when they were really tired
because it was the end of the week and they were always really
badly behaved at that time and they had the whole of the weekend
with the kids ahead of them. But they said that Open Circle was a
positive start to the weekend and it bridged that difficult gap. The
kids were talking about what they had done at Open Circle in a
positive way when Dad came back from work and it put everyone
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in a good mood for the weekend. It has been the transition between
home and school in more than one way.”
This had a knock on effect because it meant that the children and
families were happier overall. Peter Bentley, from Bristol City Council
explained its significance,

“For a class teacher, the child who is relaxed at peace with
themselves will learn and if you don’t do the other stuff that’s
outside school with some families you could have two or three
children who could disrupt all the learning for a whole class, so for
the schools that’s what the acta projects are all about.”
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What went well?
•
		
•
		
		
•
		

Positioning the programme as a way of supporting
parents was a useful strategy
Fridays proved to be a good time to hold sessions
as it provided an opportunity for families to pause and
recalibrate between school and home life.
Providing a fun and positive environment in which
parents could build their understanding of, and 		
relationship with their children.
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“Drawing maps we created a large
group island with sea creatures and
ice cream parlours. We then built
boats to sail to our island. We
worked with movement - climbing the
rigging, captains coming and scrubbing
the decks we swam from our boat
and found an island we used lots
of material to create dens and play
finishing with refreshments and
singing… We did not expect all the
parents to take their boats home; they
were quite large!”
Encouraging creative activities and building confidence
Encouraging a different way of thinking
One of the children from Bank Leaze Primary School said that the
creative workshops had encouraged her to think differently about
her school work.
Other participants also demonstrated that Open Circle had helped
them to develop their creative thinking and practice. Bradley from
Bank Leaze school regularly sketches and his brother Liam has
developed clay models in a workshop delivered by Aardman. Becky
from Avon Primary now regularly designs jewellery and shares her
hobby with her mother.
Creative activities at home
Many of the families have been inspired by the creative activities they
have undertaken in the Open Circle sessions which has led to them
taking up these activities at home.
Rebecca (year 7), Jamie (year 9) and their mother Karen attended
the Avon Primary School group in 2011 and undertook wirework as
31
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part of the programme.

“It was completely different. It was hard... it wasn’t an easy thing to
do but it was a good thing to do.”
The family has been inspired to develop craft projects at home. “We
got crafty,” Karen explained.

“Since the project, we started making jewellery, and then cards,
and then we made a scrapbook...it inspired me. It’s my kind of thing,
but I didn’t do any of it before. It also gave me the opportunity to do
something with Becky.”
Portland Burnett’s son now has music lessons as a result of attending
Open Circle.

“The music session was fantastic, how she got the children to listen
to each other. My boys are into their music and one of them now has
drumming lessons since the drumming session because he enjoyed it
so much. The facilitator said to me afterwards, he’s got really good
rhythm and he’s the only one out of the whole class who could keep
the rhythm going – and from then on, he wanted drum lessons. That
was three years ago and he’s still having them.”

“Musical statues great success.
Some beautiful shapes made and some
creative playing. Project onto ceiling,
take away screen to make shadows full
height of hall. Rice play on light box
had Isaac shaking with delight.”
Lynne’s daughter Hannah who attended the sessions at Bank Leaze
school now enjoys more art at home and Karen’s son Liam has
chosen art and design as a topic at school. James Barlow, Avonmouth
Primary School, commented on how two young people from Open
Circle had since joined the acta drama club in the local community
centre which had a knock on effect.

“They are key characters in the school and by them joining, it
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encouraged other children to join. People saw them engaging and
mixing with ‘arty types’ and they talked positively about their
experience. So they know it’s good stuff. That’s the biggest barrier
with an afterschool club. If people trust it, then you get engagement.
It’s all down to the quality of the work.”
Open Circle offered activities that many of the parents had not
considered offering at home. Parent Alison whose children attend
Avonmouth Primary School commented that taking part in Open
Circle has inspired her to try new activities at home.

“I try to make things now, that I probably would not have tried
before... I think, I can do that, and I know that I quite enjoy that.”
Parents Jo, Alison and Becky agreed that they get “ more
home now.
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Improved confidence in parenting
Open Circle workshops have opened up their minds to a different
approach which had led on to other benefits. Jo thought that her
parenting had improved as a result of taking part in Open Circle.

“I’d like to think that I’m a better parent as a result... I have a better
understanding of myself now... I had quite a strict upbringing, and
my parents are very strict, so I was always quite strict with my own
children, but Open Circle workshops showed me how mot be more
open... I didn’t realise how creative my children were.”
Jo thought her confidence had improved as a result of the project.
She is currently in the process of developing her own small
business, selling unusual handmade gifts, that she has recently won a
Dragons Den contest and is marketing the business in some national
magazines. “I wouldn’t have had the confidence to do this before,”
she said.

Open Circle’s role has been to channel and give opportunities
to families who have a huge range of creative skills that are not
currently tapped. Through this parents are gaining confidence that
impacts on their everyday lives but particularly impacts on their
children.

“When parents have got confidence in what they do and you see
people blossom and that rolls out in their environment and they build
up a network of friends,” commented Peter Bentley from Bristol
City Council.

Cherished items
Many of the families commented on how they enjoyed making
keepsakes with the children and they cherish the items that they
made as part of Open Circle. For example for the families from Bank
Leaze School (extract from interview):

“The box with Bradley’s hand cats was proudly displayed on the
front room wall, where it had been ever since Bradley (now in year
5) had brought it home from the session. Hannah too, had made
a memory box in the sessions. She later took the plaster cast of
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her hand

out and put it on the mantelpiece. She gave her gran the
decorated box for her birthday.”
Jamila with her children Asiya, Noha and Adam, said that she still had
lots of things from the sessions at home on Adam’s walls,

“In particular, I remember a mask with wings and a book we kept as
a souvenir to remind us how much we enjoyed it.”
The creative products that the families created appear to have taken
on their own meaning as artefacts of their time with Open Circle.
What went well?
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
		
		

Using participatory creative activities encouraged
children to think differently.
The workshops offered a framework which allowed
freedom for participants’ own creativity.
The workshops also provided an opportunity to learn
new skills and became a source of inspiration.
Families enjoyed a mix of activities; things they could
try at home and also using equipment that it was not
possible to use at home.
Using participatory creative practice and excellent
facilitation skills giving positive feedback enabled
parents and children to flourish and gain confidence in
their abilities.

Providing a support framework for building relationships and
networks
Improving relationships between classmates
Several of the children said that by attending Open Circle they had
improved relationships with their classmates.
Building relationships with other parents
Open Circle has been successful in providing relaxed environments
where parents could get to know each other and develop friendships
with other parents.
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Mum of three, Jo, met parents Alison and Becky at Avonmouth
Primary School and explained,

“It was a perfect chance to spend quality time with the children; an
excuse not to be doing the washing and cleaning at home... we got
to be really good friends through it and then we were always round
each other’s houses.”
Becky added, “I

wasn’t sure what to expect but it more than fulfilled
any expectations we had.”

All the Avonmouth Primary mums agreed that it was their friendship
and the opportunity to work together as a group that they valued
most about the project.
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“When the project ended, we were disappointed and gutted... it didn’t
seem like we had been doing the project for a whole year. We would
have done more if we’d been able to.”
Developing relationships between acta and families
As well as providing a space where relationships could flourish,
acta has been able to build meaningful relationships with families
which has extended over generations and over the four years of the
programme.
For example, David brought his daughter Chloe aged 18 months to
the acta pre-school family workshops which they attended for a year
only ending when Chloe started at Pre-school.
acta staff have been involved in interviews and gathering stories
from participants, which have been used in this evaluation (see
appendices for full details), including three families from Avonmouth
Primary School, six families from the acta pre-school group, families
from Avon Primary and Bankleaze Primary Schools. They commented
on how they had been greeted very positively by participants when
going to gather information about the project several years on,

“As we were welcomed into the front room of the house, the
atmosphere was one of old friends meeting up again.”
Building an extended network
These relationships with families are significant because it
demonstrates how acta has been able to form real bonds with
families, which has also contributed to building an extended network
that helped to develop relationships to support children and their
families. Peter Bentley of Bristol City Council’s First Response team
commented;

“Open Circle contributed to developing a network. If a school has a
concern about a young person then there is now just one telephone
number that they now ring [First Response] so people can make
a decision about how best to support that young person and that
family. So if someone had the knowledge that a family had been
39
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doing a

project such as Open Circle in the past, then it might be that
a worker would liaise with acta and gather intelligence to help them
better support a family.”
So what went well?
•
		
•
•
		
•
		
•
		
		

An open and relaxed space provided the right
environment for families.
Group work encouraged networking and friendships.
The extended period of the programme enabled acta to
form deep bonds with families.
Open Circle contributed to developing a network across
the City - part of the First Response programme.
Having a larger programme in communities beyond
Open Circle gave participants other opportunities to
engage with acta and progression routes.

“music and live sound integrated into
session giving it a relaxed feel and
enabling the children to feel confident
to explore and play with something
new…is a very shy little girl you can see
her growing in confidence each week.”

Improving relationships between parents and the schools
Building relationships between parents and schools
One of the impacts of Open Circle was that it started to build
relationships between the school and the parents. It meant that
teachers and the schools’ learning mentors could have the
opportunity to talk about something other than issues with the
children’s behaviour in the classroom.
James Barlow, Learning Mentor at Avonmouth Primary School,
explained,
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“Open Circle has definitely helped our relationship with one of
the families through a particularly tough time. Just having a bit of
breathing space to talk about something that wasn’t to do with a
more serious issue – just having that different facet makes it so
much easier for us. It has played such an important role.”
Establishing appropriate behaviours in the school
Not only did it start to build relationships, it also helped with
supporting the parents to establish appropriate behaviours in the
school environment. James explained,

“It was a real challenge to manage the behaviour of one of the
children who took part in Open Circle. At the school we practice
inclusion and tolerance and I saw the parents starting to practice
that in the sessions and managing their child’s behaviour with
regards to that in those sessions. That was interesting.”
James is very clear that in order to bring about real change, there
needs to be a network of parents who believe in the school.

“Making a difference to 10 or 20 families can have an impact.”
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Open Circle certainly did have an impact for the schools that
participated. Avonmouth Primary School reported that one of the
mothers from Open Circle now leads the Parent School Association.
“I cannot see that would ever have happened before,” reflected
James, but the mother’s relationship with the school and teachers
now is such that she is happy to participate in school life. The
programme has helped to build confident community leaders.
The Head Teacher at Avonmouth Primary has been so impressed by
Open Circle. Learning mentor James Barlow commented,

“Some of the parents have very tricky relationships with some
members of staff. When they are here doing something positive, it
breaks down barriers. It’s great to be in contact with families when
it’s not about a behavioural or attendance issue. For the parents
to leave a bit of art work in the dining hall creates a positive
relationship with the school and that’s really important.”
The benefits of Open Circle seem to suggest that it goes further
than delivering creative opportunities and building relationships, it
makes it easier to have conversations about their children, any issues
that they have at school and about discipline.
Programmes like Open Circle also have the potential to play a key
role in a wider change programme.
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“It’s school improvement and acta is part of the school improvement
programme,” commented Peter Bentley, Bristol City Council. “I’m
now involved with Save the Children and Bank Leaze School is going
to do a FAST [Save the Children] programme in this Autumn and I’m
sure it’s because they have seen other programmes like Open Circle
work successfully and the school has the confidence to say ‘well
let’s do that afterschool programme with parents.’ It’s empowering
parents.”
The opportunity for adults to play and be creative themselves was
an unexpected positive impact for many of the adults throughout. It
is also notable how many of these adults are often the most hard to
reach in terms of engagement in positive activities, but that referral
through their children and their education enabled engagement of
some of the most vulnerable parents in the community.
So what went well?
•
		
		
•
		
•
		
•
		

Open Circle provided the necessary breathing space for
families to talk about positive activities, not just 		
children’s behaviour.
The positive experiences that parents had of the school
meant that they were able to participate in school life.
Open Circle has been important in building trust and
relationships, part of a school improvement programme.
The programme is helping to build confident
community leaders.

Improving communities
The skills and relationships that have been developed through Open
Circle are now being utilised to build the communities and the
environment. In Avonmouth, the school is a central part of the local
community. Peter Bentley, Bristol City Council explained,

“In Avonmouth, the school is seen as the conduit for sorting out
loads of the problems that go on.”
So Avonmouth Primary School is now building on the success of
Open Circle for future programmes of work.
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“ The Monster Mash sharing event monster sculptures to welcome people
into the foyer at the acta centre,
before going into the event in the main
hall, which included monster movie
making, photo booth, monster make
creatures and costume, play dough,
clay and plasticine, chill-out zone,
cardboard box den area, and outside a
piano, spin plate painting, music maze
and making music in a yurt.”
During Open Circle, several of the parents expressed a real talent
for sculpture. So they are currently putting together a project, led by
Alan May, where they plan to work with the parents to develop some
public art firstly within the school grounds, and secondly in the local
parks. The school is talking to local neighbourhood groups about
getting permissions for public art works in the local parks within the
next two years.

“I hope that we can create something that’s really significant that
will last in the community,” James said.
Not only are parents now more confident to come onto the school
site, now that Open Circle has made them feel valued and welcomed,
but they are confident in their artistic abilities and engaging in future
acta projects. This improved relationship of trust with families at
a local level enables acta to build its other schools & community
development initiatives beyond Open Circle for the future. acta
is currently delivering a number of different community theatre
initiatives in both North and South Bristol that are building on the
relationships first made through the Open Circle programme,
including taking a new touring show to primary schools. Schools
are more open to hosting this touring show for both their children
and the wider family, and families are more open to attending, and
both are understood to be an indirect result of the Open Circle
programme.
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Challenges
Looking back over the programme, there were some key challenges:
Partnerships with Schools
acta put in place written partnership agreements with the schools
in year two, following a review of the schools’ contribution to
the project in its first year. However, the schools did not have
to make a financial contribution to take part in the Open Circle
programme. Some of the schools realised its value and embraced
the programme, whilst other Head Teachers took the programme
and then did not organise an appropriate room, brief teaching staff
or refer families to participate. Even though the quid pro quo was
written into the partnership agreements, acta could have been a lot
stricter about whether they continued with the programme when
schools failed to keep to their side of the agreement. In the main,
acta made a conscious decision to stay in the schools as they could
see that there was a need for the programmes and that the families
that were taking part were enjoying it and benefitting.
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Key Workers
One of the lessons learned was that of the importance of finding
a key worker that acta could liaise with in the school and that acta
could go to when there were issues. This worked really well in the
case of Learning Mentor, James Barlow, at Avonmouth Primary
School who targeted families, informed and briefed teaching staff
and caretakers about the importance of not interrupting the sessions,
found appropriate rooms and ensured they were set up properly.
However, not all of the schools were able to undertake this kind of
preparation and as a result some of the sessions suffered; teaching
staff interrupted the sessions, shouted across the hall to each other
during sessions and insufficient families were found. The success
of the programme at Avonmouth Primary School highlights the
importance of getting all staff on board and having a key person to
liaise with.
Time for Planning
In order to keep the quality of the work high, adequate time was
needed for planning, development and delivery of each workshop.
This was increased from four to six hours shortly after the start
of the programme, by reducing the total number of workshops
delivered in the year, and this change appeared to be adequate to
ensure the high quality was maintained.
There could have been further opportunities for building the profile
of Open Circle within the schools e.g. such as spending time at
staff meetings, leaving a comments book in staff rooms, making a
presentation at school assemblies. However this would have required
further resources (staff time) than was initially budgeted for.
Keeping a flexible programme
Another key lesson learned was that acta needed to keep the
programmes open in terms of the schools and communities it
visits. This means not predetermining which areas/schools too far in
advance, and revisiting areas and schools where there is demand or
the school can add value to the programme.
For example, a decision was taken to deliver a number of groups to
target young parents and their pre-school aged children, with the
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aim of challenging the traditional culture of local parent & toddler
groups, in which children play and parents watch. In addition to
the two pre-school groups set up from the acta centre in the last
two years of the programme, three additional community groups
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delivered as a result of unexpected approaches from partners
were the young mums’ group at Lawrence Weston Youth Centre,
the teenage parent project in South Bristol, and the group at the
community flat in North Bristol.
Also, acta benefitted from keeping a flexible programme in terms of
workshop length. Shorter sessions for targeted families can be useful
and demand as much resource. James Barlow, Learning Mentor at
Avonmouth Primary commented,

“I liked the fact that we started with an hour long session and built
up to more once the children were engaged. For some of those
children being on task for 10 or 15 minutes is a real success story
so to keep them engaged for an hour and a quarter without someone
getting hurt, doing a runner or throwing a tantrum was incredible
and we don’t see that in any part of the school day. To see that at
the end of the school day when they were hungry or tired was just
incredible. ”

“great big messy session with lots
of playing and involving parents in
play, using their ideas as well as the
children’s, about where the footprints
might lead… journeying all together on a
magic carpet to all …”
Allowing for changing cultural demographics
There was a challenge in meeting the identified need with regard
to delivery of intercultural activities in areas with rapidly changing
cultural demographics in years one and two of the programme;
(in particular new families from Eastern Europe, Somalia and
Nigeria). acta had wanted to involve more participants from these
new communities but fewer families were referred from new
communities by the project partner organisations than was originally
anticipated.
Following some clearer conversations with key partners, particularly
Compass Point Children Centre and Bank Leaze School, schools
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had a better understanding of how the workshops could assist to
pencil making
fire and pizza oven
integrate new children and families into school, and acta received
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more referrals of families with English as a second language in years
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collage
three and four of the project. acta was able to demonstrate how the
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group nature of the arts activities is particularly beneficial to children
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struggling to integrate into new schools when the family speaks
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little English, as it allows children to participate and be welcomed
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into a group on the school site with the security & familiarity of the
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family supporting their participation. The programme worked with
dressing up
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a number of new Polish families in North Bristol and with a range of
working with natural
nationalities in South Bristol. Additionally, to engage larger numbers
materials
playdough
of Somali families in South Bristol, acta set up an additional project in
wire-work
partnership with Redcliffe Children Centre, which works with a large family portraits & frames
puppet theatres
proportion of Somali families locally and engaged 11 Somali mums
music soundscapes
and their children for a two day half-term project.
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Stories from Open Circle
The Supermums: Karen and Lynne
Karen and Lynne worked as dinner ladies and cleaners at Bank Leaze
Primary School. They were one of the first to sign up for Open Circle
with their children as they were always looking for something to
keep them busy.
Before Open Circle began, these two parents were already keen
to engage in their children’s education in whatever way they could,
and were already spending most of their day on the school site. “We
were up there all the time.” However, opportunities to engage in their
children’s education were scarce.

“The school is a bit stricter now. We don’t go into the classrooms as
much nowadays.”
Karen lives with her sons Bradley (year 7) and Liam (year 8) across
from the school. The location of the school and its neighbouring
community means that the area can feel very remote.

“It’s difficult for families with low incomes; if you want to do
shopping you need the bus.”
During the Open Circle workshops, the families took part in mask
and kite making, plaster casting and making paper. Lynne who
attended the sessions with daughter Hannah, kept the paper the
made in the workshops safely inside a box;

“I’d like to put my hand-made paper in a frame and hang it on the
wall.”
Lynne and Karen thought that Open Circle was “such good fun” for
them and their children. They appreciated that the programme was
for all the family and wanted to take part in activities that they would
not ordinarily do.

“I just enjoyed it, a nice afternoon to learn things and work with
your kids. We had quite a laugh actually.”
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Marcus, Bradley’s older brother, commented how much Bradley
enjoyed the shadow play session that he collected his brother from.
They were working outside with Alan, the facilitator, making dens and
dressing up in camouflage that they made at home to accompany
the cardboard weapons and masks they made in the session for the
event at the Community Farm.
Before Open Circle, the families had already engaged in occasional
arts activities though the school.

“We did a project with Mr Sargent and made stuff, like people and
creatures with boxes, tubes, adhesive tape and household bits and
pieces, like we used to in Open Circle. We made decorations and
Christmas.”
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The families said that Open Circle provided them with more freedom
to develop their own creative ideas than any other school activity.
The mums said they loved making things with the children such as
costumes for the school play, helping out before Christmas with
festive activities and at their regular Friday afternoon sessions. Open
Circle helped them move on from this to develop creative ideas
and new skills, provided an opportunity for the families to make
things together and validated these fun creative activities for them
all. The mums said that as well as enabling them to have a positive
time with their own children, Open Circle also provided them with
opportunities to help the other children, whose parents may not be
able to attend the sessions.

“Parents didn’t come sometimes because they had to work or simply
because they couldn’t be bothered. We just worked with the children
so they didn’t miss out and we knew how important it was for them
even if their parents didn’t or couldn’t come. We were one of you lot,
teaching and helping the children.”
They said that they felt that Open Circle needed them; that they had
a purpose and a value.

“It was a good opportunity to meet people, make friends, develop
socially and have fun.”
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Artistically for their children,

“Since Open Circle, Hannah does a lot more art at home and
Bradley never stops drawing. Liam’s chosen art and design as a
topic at school.”
Both of the mums thought that their families had benefitted form the
project. They viewed their learning as mums as an investment in their
skills base that they can use elsewhere to benefit others.
Getting Crafty: Karen, Rebecca and Jamie
Karen attended the Avon Primary School Open Circle workshops
with her daughter Rebecca (year 7) and Jamie (year 9).
They were invited to take part by the Head Teacher, who sent letters
to families.

“We were told it was for parents and children together, but we
weren’t sure what to expect,” explained Karen. “We thought it would
be something good to do together.”
During the workshops, they made a giraffe and hedgehog from
modelling clay and houses for them to live in. They made stories
about the animals and filmed them.
Karen enjoyed the wirework, describing it as “therapeutic.” Rebecca
enjoyed the clay work and quickly decided that it was the games at
the start of each session that were most fun.
Since taking part in Open Circle, the family have gone on to more
creative activities at home.

“We got crafty,” explains Karen. “Since the project we have started
making jewellery, and then cards, and then we made a scrapbook…
it inspired me. It’s my kind of thing, but I didn’t do any of it before.
It also gave me the opportunity to do something with Becky [her
daughter].”
Since taking part in Open Circle, Rebecca has joined the craft and
jewellery club at her new school. Mum and daughter share their
hobby together.
And what would they say to anyone that was thinking of taking part in
53
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a similar project?

“It’s amazing,” Rebecca commented.
“You are able to express yourself in a different way, in a group,
parents and children learning different things together,” added mum,

Karen.
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Gaining confidence with jelly: David and Chloe
David attended the acta pre-school sessions with his daughter Chloe,
aged 18 months. Chloe was born prematurely and had a difficult first
few days, weeks and months. She spent lots of time in hospital, had
difficulty in gaining weight and developed problems with eating.

“She was quite shy and reluctant. I was taking her to five different
groups each week, to help her to be more sociable. The group here
was completely different. Everything else was just toys and songs,”
David explained.

David requested an activity with food and the facilitator designed a
workshop which involved painting with jelly, custard, yoghurt and jam.

“It took Chloe a little while to settle into the group but the Open
Circle activities offered more interaction, so this was really helpful for
Chloe.”
David and Chloe still have the drum and wooden spoon men that
they made at Open Circle. David does not have as much time as he
used to but he does try to collect materials to do creative things with
Chloe when he can.

The new imagineers: Jamila, Asiya, Noha and Adam
Jamila attended the acta centre pre-school groups with her children,
Adam (5 years), Noha (2 years) and Asiya (4 months). She was
attending the playgroup at Compass Point Children’s Centre when
she heard about Open Circle from a friend who suggested that she
attended.
Jamila started attending the sessions in February 2012, mainly for
Adam’s benefit, before he started school in September 2012 but
Noha came along too. Jamila explained to Alan, workshop facilitator,
that Adam is now happy at school but that he fondly remembers
coming to Open Circle sessions with his mother. The family has not
attended as much in recent months since the birth of Asiya. Now that
Noha is getting a little older, she has found there are more creative
activities from Open Circle that she can do with her.
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Jamila most valued the creativity of the workshops which she
attended with her children. “They encouraged families to use their
imagination, both adults and children together.” She enjoyed meeting
new people and making friends and thought that this was a really
important aspect of Open Circle.
In one of the workshops the families made masks and this is now
something that Adam loves to do at home on his own using his own
found materials. Adam now has increased confidence, which Jamila
attributes to Open Circle. He did not participate in any creative
activities at home before and Jamila believes that Adam’s enthusiasm
for creative activities is the result of the positive feedback and fun
that he had at Open Circle.

“He was quite shy at the beginning, but he is more confident now.”
Casting her mind back, Jamila recalls that the first session was quite
difficult. “It was a large group so it was too busy for all the families
to have a good time,” she explained. “Once the group was split into
two different sessions, it was much better as we found it easier to
get to know each other and the facilitators.”
(Early in 2012, when the pre-school group was being advertised in
the local area, the project was delivering just one weekly workshop
at the acta centre. Following some successful marketing a session
in February attracted 50 participants. At this point the decision was
made to split the group in two.)

“There were so many different things, each time it was surprising
for us. I liked it when you made a theatre... each time using our
imagination.”
Jamila said that it was important for her family to get involved in the
creative activities together, so they had something new to share. She
watched Adam’s drawing skills improve throughout Open Circle, both
within sessions and at home. She recalled having enjoyed drawing as
a child but “ when you get older, you don’t do it anymore. It gave me

the opportunity to be creative again.”

“It’s given Adam the self-confidence to enable him to flourish at
school. It’s also helped me to understand my own role in my son’s
education.”
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Pirate day leads to buried treasure: families from Avonmouth Primary
School
Three families from Avonmouth Primary School attended an
evaluation session about their first year of Open Circle.
•
		
•
•
		

Mum Jo attended with Ethan (year 7), Primrose (year 6)
and Jacob (year 1)
Alison attended with Alex (year 6) and Caitlin (year 2)
Becky attended with Will (year 7) and Madeleine  
(year 2)

The group watched a short film of their Pirate trip to the 			
seaside. One of the mum’s, Jo, explained that Open Circle had really
changed her,

“I’d like to think that I’m a better parent as a result. I have a better
understanding of myself now. I had quite a strict upbringing, and my
parents were very strict, so I was always quite strict with my own
children, but Open Circle workshops showed me how to be more
open. I didn’t realise how creative my children were.
When I was little, going to the beach was just sitting all day on the
sand, and asking for permission to do anything. When Open Circle
went there, the whole thing was a pirate day, complete with treasure
hunt. Even the bus journey there was part of it, with everyone
dressed up as pirates... and all the workshops that we’d had leading
up to the trip had been making different bits for the trip.”
Jo thought that her confidence had improved as a result of taking
part in Open Circle. She also said that she understood her own
responsibility to help her children to become confident young people.
These stories are abridged – for the full stories please see appendix
two...
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Conclusions and Recommendations
acta has developed and refined a good model for family learning
projects over a four year period. In order that others are able to take
this model and deliver similar successful creative participatory family
learning initiatives elsewhere, which benefit from acta’s learning
outlined in this report, included below are some recommendations
and conclusions from Open Circle.
Open Circle aimed to provide children, parents and family members
with high levels of involvement in, and enjoyment from, informal
education activities, provide them with increased skills and social
interaction. It also aimed to provide parents with increased
involvement in children’s formal and informal education and
encourage families to initiate creative learning activities for children
and adults in a home setting.
This evaluation has looked at how these aims have been achieved
and what has worked well within the programme design, and has
reviewed the programme impact as far as possible.
The programme design and framework has been a real strength and
using creative activities as a means to stimulate family learning has
been a pathway project in Bristol over this period. The design and
freshness of the creative sessions and the artists’ facilitation skills has
wholly contributed to the success of the programme.
There have been a number of sustainable outcomes; the programme
has supported parents in managing their children’s behaviour and
improved their parenting skills, built confidence in both children and
parents which has led to improved relationships between children,
families and with the schools. This has in turn has strengthened the
communities in which the programme was delivered.
The success of the programme suggests that there are real benefits
to continue with using creative activities for family learning such as
Open Circle and as such, acta may wish to explore how it can roll out
and develop Open Circle as a model for use either in other locations
or as a model to be used by other arts practices.
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So in summary, what went well?
•
		

acta delivered 414 workshops with over 150 families,
benefitting participants in excess of its original targets.

Programme Design
•
		
		
•
		
		

Keeping a flexible programme meant that acta was able
to target family learning opportunities where it was
needed most.
Having taster sessions enabled families to decide if
they genuinely wanted to attend and/or whether
family circumstances would enable them to continue
without any pressure.

”Everyone is enjoying creating these
beasts. Some mothers have shown
advanced sculptural skills. Three or
four make a point to thank us for
such a great time; really appreciate
having the opportunity.”
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dance
The flexible programme framework enabled Open
den-building
Circle to have a wider reach and geographical spread
clay model-making
giant painting
than was originally anticipated. It also enabled acta to
games
respond to approaches from new partners and respond
sculpture
movement
to different priorities of need over the four years.
giant drawing
Using a mix of drama, role-play, story-telling, mixed
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media, making and play-led trips kept the families 		
pencil making
engaged and enthralled, providing them with 		
fire and pizza oven
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opportunities that they would not ordinarily be
mask-making
exposed to.
collage
building houses
The small group size of 6 – 8 families, 20 - 25 people
kite-making
enabled everyone to get to know each other well.
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hand casts
The mix of participatory creative techniques gave the
drama games
parents confidence to try new activities at home.
drama & story-building
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Having a framework for creative development was
dressing up
important for families.
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The trips provided positive modelling for family
materials
days out.
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The quality of the facilitators and their ability to work
family portraits & frames
with mixed groups was critical to the success of the
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programme.
print-making
The families valued having continuity in the facilitators
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animation & film-making
and this helped to build trust.
sound recording
Being exposed to new people gave the children more
photography
book-making
social confidence.
giant painting
A male facilitator was welcomed by the participants.
drawing
story-telling
The facilitators were positive role models for parents in
costume
how to give feedback and encouragement to 		
music & sound
dance
their children.
den-building
Increasing the amount of time for planning, preparation
clay model-making
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and delivery from four hours to six hours was 		
games
useful and meant that the sessions could be delivered to
sculpture
movement
a consistently high quality.
giant drawing
Artists ran similar sessions with different groups in the
silk screen printing
wood carving
same week, thus saving on planning and 			
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preparation time.
fire and pizza oven
giant puppet making
Using simple every day activities worked well and meant
mask-making
that parents could easily replicate these ideas with their
collage
building houses
children at home.
kite-making
Playworkers valued learning some new ideas that they
lantern-making
hand casts
could use in their own sessions.
drama games
Participants valued fresh ideas every week and being
drama & story-building
costume making
able to input into the types of sessions that they 		
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•
		

wanted. This added to their feeling of ownership of the
programme.
Parents gained from learned activities that they could
do with their children at home

“… is more talkative than ever before
and he spent a long time getting his
costume and accessories just right.”
Programme Impacts
•
		
•
		
		
•
		
		
•
		
•
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Positioning the programme as a way of supporting
parents was a useful strategy.
Fridays proved to be a good time to hold sessions
as it provided an opportunity for families to pause and
recalibrate between school and home life.
Providing a fun and positive environment in which
parents could build their understanding of, and 		
relationship with, their children.
Using creative activities encouraged children to think
differently.
The workshops offered a framework which allowed

dressing up
working with food
working with natural
materials
playdough
wire-work
family portraits & frames
puppet theatres
music soundscapes
print-making
parachute games
animation & film-making
sound recording
photography
book-making
giant painting
drawing
story-telling
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music & sound
dance
den-building
clay model-making
giant painting
games
sculpture
movement
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silk screen printing
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pencil making
fire and pizza oven
giant puppet making
mask-making
collage
building houses
kite-making
lantern-making
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drama games
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clay model-making
freedom for participants’ own creativity.
giant painting
The workshops also provided an opportunity to learn
games
sculpture
new skills and a source of inspiration.
movement
Families enjoyed a mix of activities; things they could
giant drawing
silk screen printing
try at home and also using equipment that it was not
wood carving
possible to use at home.
pencil making
fire and pizza oven
Using creative practice and excellent facilitation skills
giant puppet making
giving positive feedback enabled parents and children to
mask-making
collage
flourish and gain confidence in their abilities.
building houses
An open and relaxed space provided the right
kite-making
lantern-making
environment for families.
hand casts
Group work encouraged networking and friendships.
drama games
drama & story-building
The extended period of the programme enabled acta to
costume making
form deep bonds with families and their communities.
dressing up
working with food
Open Circle contributed to developing a network - part
working with natural
of the First Response programme.
materials
playdough
Offering a wider programme in communities other
wire-work
than Open Circle gave people the opportunity to 		
family portraits & frames
puppet theatres
further engage and develop progression routes.
music soundscapes
Open Circle provided the necessary breathing space for
print-making
parachute games
families to talk about positive activities, not just 		
animation & film-making
children’s behaviour.
sound recording
photography
The positive experiences that parents had of the school
book-making
meant that they were able to participate in school life
giant painting
drawing
and this built confident community leaders.
story-telling
Open Circle was seen as important in building trust and
costume
music & sound
relationships, part of a school improvement programme.
dance
den-building
clay model-making
giant painting
games
sculpture
movement
giant drawing
silk screen printing
wood carving
pencil making
fire and pizza oven
giant puppet making
mask-making
collage
building houses
kite-making
lantern-making
hand casts
drama games
drama & story-building
costume making
dressing up
working with food
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Recommendations
Extending Open Circle
•
		
•
		
		
•
		
•
		
•
•
•

Champion the programme within the South West and
beyond as a model of good practice.
Explore the potential to develop the programme into a
toolkit or franchise model.
If the programme is to be run in the future;
Consider more formal contracting with schools and
partners.
Maintain the high quality and freshness of the creative
programme.
Maintain the flexibility of the programme.
Ensure that family trips out are included.
Maintain the high calibre artist facilitators.

Evaluation
•
		
•
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Ensure that contribution to the evaluation is a key
principle of attending sessions.
For future programmes, establish longitudinal tracking
of identified families for the evaluation process.
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Appendix One: Methodology
Scope and Limits of the Evaluation
The research has been designed to evaluate the effectiveness of Open Circle in achieving its
purpose, outcomes and impacts and programme design. This is not designed to be a wholly
conclusive evaluation about the distance travelled of each and every participant taking part in
Open Circle.
Population Sample
The results within the evaluation reflect the views of 39 individual stakeholders that have
taken part in the Open Circle programme. These stakeholders have been drawn from the
programme participants, partners, acta staff and schools. The term ‘Programme Participants’
refers to parents and children who have taken part in the Open Circle sessions.
Timeframe
The evaluation for this report has taken place between February and October 2013 and has
been designed quite tightly as a piece of summative research.
Methods
The research data was drawn from a number of different research methods:
Interviews
The researcher conducted interviews with 7 stakeholders in face to face interviews. These
interviews were semi-structured on the areas of:
•
Involvement in the programme
•
Views on the Programme Design
•
Programme Successes and Impact
•
Changes in practice
She has also reviewed the interview notes conducted by acta staff with 32 people from
families who took part in the programme.
Desk Research
Project documents and end of session surveys have been reviewed as part of the data set for
this research.
Analysis
The evaluator has undertaken qualitative analysis of all the interviews based on thematic
coding (evaluator defined and participant defined).
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Caveat
Participation in this evaluation has been entirely voluntary. The report is very much a snapshot
in time and comes from desk research and a necessarily limited number of interviews. It
may not, therefore, have picked up every nuance and complexity. Nonetheless, I believe it
is sufficiently grounded and evidenced for the conclusions and recommendations to have
value.

Appendix Two: Interview notes - Stories from the programme
These interviews and stories were conducted and written by acta staff.
The Supermums
Karen, with sons Bradley & Liam
Lynne, with daughter Hannah
(Interviewed by Alan May, written by Helen Tomlin)
Alan describes Karen and Lynne to me as “super-mums.” They were natural leaders, always
looking for something to keep them busy. They signed up to take part in one of the first
project groups, at Bank Leaze Primary School in Lawrence Weston, where they both worked
as dinner ladies and cleaners. Before the project began, these two parents were already
keen to engage in their children’s education in whatever way they could, and were already
spending most of their day on the school site.
“We were up there all the time.”
But although they had the enthusiasm to engage, opportunities to get involved were scarce.
“(The school is) a bit stricter now. We don’t go into the classrooms as much nowadays.”
We were invited to meet with them all in half-term week at Karen’s house, just across the
road from the school, to find out more about what the project had meant to their families. As
we drove out of the City up to a very quiet school hols week in Lawrence Weston, I thought
about the remoteness of the community, and the isolation that families living here with
children must so easily feel.
“It’s difficult for families with low incomes; if you want to do shopping you need the bus.”
Two years on from their participation, Hannah (year 7) and Liam (year 8) had grown up and
moved on to secondary school, but as we were welcomed into the front room of the house,
the atmosphere was one of old friends meeting up again. The families reminded Alan and
each other of the different activities they had taken part in during the project, including mask
and kite making, plaster casting and making paper. Lynne still had some of the paper that they
had made in the workshops, which she was keeping safe inside a box;
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“I’d like to put my hand-made paper in a frame and hang it on a wall.”
The box with Bradley’s hand casts was proudly displayed on the front room wall, where it had
been ever since Bradley (now year 5) had brought it home from the session. Hannah too had
made a memory box in the sessions. She later took the plaster cast of her hand out (it’s now
on the mantelpiece), and gave her gran the decorated box for her birthday.
Alan asks whether Bradley still likes drawing and Bradley starts to share some of his pencil
drawings with Alan (different Transformers). Liam finds his clay models that he made recently
at school, in a workshop delivered by Aardman, “the Wallace & Gromit people,” and he too
shows Alan for approval. Both boys are soon drawn away from the television, which is now
switched off, and Bradley goes off to find his sketch book of drawings to share with Alan.
Lynne and Karen wanted to get involved, and kept returning, because the project was “such
good fun,” for both them and the children. They recognised that it was for all of them, both
the children, who wanted to take part in fun arts activities, and themselves. They wanted an
opportunity to do activities that they would not normally do, an excuse to make a mess and
get dirty. Karen explained:
“I just enjoyed it, a nice afternoon to learn things and work with your kids. We had quite a
laugh actually!”
Lynne chuckled in agreement. The mums remember the paper making workshop, and how
they spent most of the workshop sat at the table with the blender making pulp. The boys’
older brother, Marcus, is sat with Bradley, helping him with his drawing, and he reports how
much Bradley enjoyed a shadow play session that he collected Bradley from one time. The
boys remember working outside with Alan, making dens, and being allowed to dress up in
a camouflage outfit they made at home to go with the masks and cardboard weapons that
they had made in a session for an event day at the Community Farm.
Before Open Circle, these two families had already engaged in occasional arts activities
through the school.
“We did a project with Mr Sargeant and made stuff, like people and creatures, with boxes,
tubes, adhesive tape and household bits and pieces, like we used to do in Open Circle. We
made baubles and decorations at Xmas.”
So what did it achieve for them? The project provided them with much more freedom to
develop their own creative ideas than any school arts activity. The mums report that they
always loved making stuff with the children, making costumes for the school play when
Liam was in year 2, and going into school before Christmas to help make things. They
both remember going in to helping out in class on Friday afternoons when the children
were younger. Open Circle allowed these families the time together again, having good
fun together, supported by “lovely workers” with plenty of creative ideas and new skills to
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transfer. It provided skilled facilitators who took an interest in the children’s’ drawing skills,
and time for Hannah and her mum to make something together. And it provided validation of
these fun creative activities for them all.
The mums add that as well as allowing them with positive time with their children, the project
also provided them with opportunities to help the other children, whose parents may not be
able to come for whatever reason.
“Parents didn’t come sometimes because they had to work or simply because they couldn’t
be bothered. We just worked with the children so they didn’t miss out and we knew how
important it was for them even if their parents didn’t or couldn’t come. We were one of you
lot, teaching and helping the children.”
They felt that Open Circle needed them, that the project gave them a purpose and a value.
They summarised the value of the project for them as mums:
“An opportunity to meet people, make friends, develop socially and have fun.”
And artistically, for their children:
“Since Open Circle, Hannah does a lot more art at home and Bradley never stops drawing.
Liam’s chosen art and design as a topic at school.”
The most difficult thing about the project for these two families was that the project did not
last any longer. When the project came back to school the following year, the school had
been rebuilt, and the space available for the weekly workshops was much smaller. The group
size was limited to new families who had not yet been involved, so Karen & Lynne couldn’t
take part again. Both families were “gutted” when it ended, and would have preferred an
opportunity to develop their engagement, to learn new skills with the new group facilitators.
Whilst they understood that their families had already benefitted from the project, they
viewed their learning as mums as an investment in their skills base, which they then use
elsewhere, to benefit others.
Alan’s additional comments, post-interview:Karen and Lynne were not asked to take leading roles within the group sessions, they
instinctively saw what the situation required, whether assisting individual children or
overseeing part of the process or making drinks for everyone. So when they say they felt
wanted, they really were.
Notable that these families engaged in all the project activities with huge enthusiasm.
The workshops offered a framework which allowed freedom for participants’ own creativity,
alongside the learning of new skills, thus providing inspiration.We have collected evidence
of activities replicated in the home and elsewhere as a result of the project, as well as the
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memories of participating still being of value in present day lives, but it is also clear that many
families want to continue engaging in sessions for as long as they can, and would not elect to
move on.
Open Circle interview with Karen (mum), Rebecca (year 7) and Jamie (year 9) from Avon
Primary School group, working with Katie & Anita, 2011.
Interview conducted by Katie Delaney, with notes by Helen Tomlin.
The family were invited to the acta centre for the interview. Katie laid out a table in the hall
with the group scrapbook of photos & artwork from the project, some refreshments, and
some materials for arts activities. Katie planned to interview the family whilst engaging
them in drawing & making activities, to ensure she kept the children’s focus, starting with a
consequences game, and then moving on to making a kite. The family arrived by taxi, and
were all delighted to see Katie again, well over a year since their project had ended.
Rebecca led the family as they enthusiastically looked through their scrapbook on the table.
Rebecca spotted photos of her hedgehog and giraffe, and told Katie that she still had them in
their box at home. The animals were a little broken now, and Rebecca rarely played with them
anymore, but she had kept them because she was clearly very proud of what she had made.
Karen and Katie discussed the air drying clay that they had used to make the animals in the
workshops; (does not last forever, and the animals have broken over time.)
Jamie was quieter than his mum and sister, clearly aiming to politely engage in the interview,
whilst maintaining the cool persona expected of an older teenage brother. He went on to take
part in every stage of the interview, and answered all questions directed at him, but did not
volunteer any information unless specifically asked. He explained that he had been part of the
project, but as he was already at secondary school, he had been the oldest child in the group,
and had always arrived late for sessions. (He was not able to leave school early to arrive for
the start of the workshop.) We asked him whether this was a problem, and whether he would
have preferred to be at the whole session, but he said that it was fine.
The family spent a few minutes looking through the scrapbook together, to remind
themselves and tell me about the different activities they had done. “I remember ... we made
films... we made model animals, and then we made stories with them, and then we filmed
the stories.” They also tell me that they had a music workshop with Shirley, in which they
recorded their own music cds.
Katie begins the first activity with the family, a consequence game on large sheets of paper.
The conversation continues as they draw.
Karen described how she had framed some of the photos they had taken of themselves in a
dressing up session, placing them in a tall frame, and hanging it on the wall at home, and how
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visitors always ask her about it when they see the photos.
Katie asks how they have all been since she last saw them, particularly with Rebecca starting
at secondary school. Rebecca reports that she is enjoying Oasis School and talks about “The
Base” for year 7 students, which her and her mum both think is a really good idea.
Katie asks them what else they remember about the workshops, and they describe to me
the games that they used to play at the start of each workshop. They are very proud that
the group achieved 15 bean bags in one of their games; Katie has never known a group get
more than this!
Katie asks how they originally got involved in the project, and Karen explains that the school
sent home letters to certain families, inviting them to take part. The letters said that the
project was for parents and children together, and although they were not quite sure what to
expect, they decided to take part because they thought it would be good to do something
together. Karen also had a friend who had been invited to take part, and she thought it would
be good for them to support each other.
They finish their consequences pictures, and the family share the final results, complimenting
each other on their fantastic creations. Rebecca asks Katie. “What’s next?!” Katie responds
that she thought they might like to each make a kite?
As they start work on their kite designs, Katie asks them for any particular highlights from
the project? Karen remembers the wirework they did most, because it was “so therapeutic.”
Rebecca remembers the clay work, but then quickly decides that it was the games at the
start of each session that were most fun. Katie says that she liked the giant puppet the whole
group created for the sharing event that they had at the local community farm.
Katie asks whether there was anything about the project that they did not like, or for anything
that they would have changed. Karen says that personally she did not like the idea of being
filmed, which is why she chose to do the photos in the scrapbook that week instead, but that
it was fine because it was completely her choice. But Rebecca and Jamie both say that they
would not have changed anything. Karen suggests it was difficult for Jamie that he arrived
late at sessions, but he says that it was not a problem. Katie and Karen both remember some
problems with the caretaker at the school.
Katie goes on to ask them what difference Open Circle has made to them? Karen says:
“We got crafty. Since the project, we have started making jewellery, and then cards, and we
make a scrapbook... It inspired me. It is my kind of thing, but I didn’t do any of it before. It also
gave me the opportunity to do something with Becky.”
Becky tells Katie that she has joined the craft and jewellery club at her new school, and with
her mum, they describe how they are able to share their hobby at home, mum and daughter
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together. Katie reports to me later how she observed Becky’s confidence grow through the
project, as she realised that making & being creative was her thing and that she was actually
quite good at it; she was finding her place, and getting praise from both her family and
others. This confidence had clearly helped her with her successful transition to secondary
school.
Karen describes the wire work that they did in the project workshops:
“It was completely different. It was hard... it wasn’t an easy thing to do, but was a good thing
to do.”
Katie asks the family what they would say about the project if another family asked them
about it:
“Amazing... there are lots of different things.” Rebecca.
“You are able to express yourself in a different way... in a group, parents and children learning
different things together.” Karen.
Katie remembers how much fun they had, and comments on how supportive of each other
the group were. Karen adds that the small group size made a real difference.
Notes from Helen & Katie, post-interview.
The interview was arguably the most challenging for Jamie, who was most impressive in
demonstrating the positive impact of the project on the family. Here was a teenage boy
in Avonmouth, travelling back down to a primary school site after school, to take part in a
group with his mum and younger sister. His mum and sister talked enthusiastically about craft
activities together, making jewellery etc, and Jamie clearly had a difficult task to find his place
within this. He related well to his sister and mum throughout the activities, sharing all the
activities with them, whilst also keeping a cool distance, being careful not to show too much
enthusiasm. There was a healthy level of respect between all three members of the family.
The mother and daughter sharing arts activities together developed gradually through
the project. Initially, the group members often worked independently, and all three family
members developed in confidence in their own separate ways, through their personal
creative achievements. They did also work together at various points during the project, and
now, since the project ended, report sharing activities at home.
Katie reports that initially the group were keen to work independently, and that group work
was something they developed over the course of the year. The giant puppet project for the
sharing event at the farm was designed to encourage different individuals to work together.
Participants learnt to be aware of the different points of view of other members of the
group, and to work supportively together. The games at the start of each workshop were
also a key part of encouraging the group to work together.
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An example of the increased confidence of the group: At the start of the project, families
were unsure what to expect, and were careful about the activities that they engaged with.
This was completely different by the end of the year – Katie remembers a dressing up
session in the final term, with people walking past and looking in through the window, but
there were no problems with participants being concerned they might look a little silly!
The group were not afraid of failing, they would go along with everything the facilitators
suggested, trusting in them completely.
Karen reported that she had not wanted to be filmed at the beginning of the project, and
had been able to choose to work on the photos instead. She respected the facilitators for
not putting any pressure on her to do something she did not want to do. Katie recognises
that Karen is not a natural performer, but also felt that this decision showed that she had less
confidence at the start of the year, and that she displayed a different attitude in workshops
by the end of the project.
Karen had clearly grown in confidence as a parent, and Katie suggests that this new
confidence was at the heart of Karen’s new approach since the end of the project, taking
responsibility for organising to do things together with her children.
David & Chloe, Open Circle interview
Conducted by Alan, notes by Helen.
David brought Chloe over to the acta centre to talk with us at lunchtime, after collecting her
from pre-school. She had her third birthday in April. She was just 18 months old when David
first brought her along to the weekly acta centre pre-school family workshops, and they kept
coming for nearly a year, only ending last October, when Chloe started at pre-school.
David and Chloe were referred to the group by staff at Bishopsworth Children Centre, who
had been supporting the family through Chloe’s first few months. She was born prematurely,
and had a difficult first few days, weeks & months. David explains that Chloe spent lots of
time in hospital, had difficulty gaining weight, developed problems with eating, and had some
mental health issues.
Alan asked how Chloe was when she first started at acta?
“She was quite shy and reluctant... I was taking her to five different groups each week, to help
her to be more sociable... The group here was completely different... everything else was just
toys and songs.”
Alan asks which activities they remember most / were most useful for Chloe? David explains
that it took her a while to settle into the group, but that the workshop making dens was a
particular breakthrough one for Chloe, as she absolutely loved it. David says that Chloe,
“sometimes hides what she thinks,” but that it was clear that she enjoyed the dens. Open
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Circle activities offered them more interaction, so this was really helpful for Chloe.
Alan asked David about the other arts activities they did, and whether there was anything he
would have changed or done differently?
“I’m not the most creative person, so I did find it difficult at first.. it doesn’t come naturally to
me.”
But David explains that the acta workers’ approach of asking the group what they were
interested in, and taking guidance from families to design the weekly activities was
particularly successful. He remembers requesting an activity with food, and Anita (acta group
worker) designing a special workshop, including making people with vegetables and other
food, and painting with jelly, custard, yoghurt and jam.
“I try a few arty things now. I give it a go now.”
David and Chloe still have the little drum and the wooden spoon men that they made at Open
Circle. David says he does not have as much time now as he used to, but he does try to
collect materials to do creative activities with Chloe when he can.
He underlines that what he valued most about the project was the variety of different
activities that they tried, and that every week was different. And that the participants were
able to give their input into which activities they wanted.
“Probably if I had been at home with her, I wouldn’t have done any of that stuff.”
Open Circle interviews with families from acta centre pre-school groups Led by Alan May,
notes by Helen
22 May, 13
Jamila el Yaalaoui with children Asiya (4 months), Noha (2 yrs) & Adam (5 yrs)
Jamila’s first language is French, and she speaks to her children in French at home, but in
English at Open Circle and elsewhere.Jamila was attending a playgroup at Compass Point
Children Centre when she heard about Open Circle. A friend suggested to her that she
should come along.Jamila started the group in February 12, mainly for Adam, before he
started at school in September, but Noha also came along too.
“He still asks about it now, and he misses it.”
Jamila explained that Adam is happy at school, but that he remembers fondly coming to
Open Circle sessions with his mum, and the fun that they had. He is aware that his younger
sister comes along to sessions without him, now that he has started at school. The family has
not attended as much recently, with the birth of Asiya, although Jamila came along to one of
the weekly sessions with Noha and Asiya a few weeks ago, and had a fantastic time focusing
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on her younger children. Now that Noha is getting a little older, there are more creative
activities from Open Circle that she can do with her too.
Jamila valued the creativity of the workshops most, encouraging families to use their
imagination, adults and children together. Meeting new people and making friends was also
important for her. She remembers making masks in one workshop, which is something that
Adam now loves to do at home on his own, using recycled materials. He uses some of the
same approaches that he learnt in the Open Circle mask-making, but has also developed his
masks using his own found materials at home. Jamila attributed Adam’s increased confidence
to Open Circle, which showed him that he could do it. He did not do these creative activities
at home before, and Jamila believes that Adam’s enthusiasm for creative activities now is a
result of all the positive feedback and fun that he had at Open Circle.
“He was quite shy at the beginning, but he is more confident now.”
Jamila describes a supportive atmosphere in the weekly workshops, where all the families
were supportive of each other, as well as the group facilitators giving continuous positive
feedback.
Jamila remembered the first session was quite difficult, as it was a large group, so it was too
busy for all the families to have a good time. Once the group was split into two different
sessions, it was much better, as families found it easier to get to know each other and
the project facilitators. (Early in 2012, when the pre-school group was being advertised
in the local area, the project was delivering just one weekly workshop at the acta centre,
but following some successful marketing, a session in February attracted close to 50
participants! At this point, a decision was taken to split the group into two, a Tuesday morning
and a Wednesday morning group, and deliver two weekly term-time workshops instead, with
each family needing to make a choice as to which group they would come to. By March 12,
we had achieved two separate groups of between 20 and 25 people, 6 – 8 families in each
workshop.)
“There were so many different things... each time it was surprising for us... I liked it when you
made a theatre... each time using our imagination.”
Jamila recognised the importance for her family to get involved in creative activities
together, so that they had something new to share. She had watched Adam’s drawing skills
improve through the project, both within sessions and at home. She reported that she had
herself enjoyed drawing as a child, but “when you get older, you don’t do it anymore.” Jamila
likes to bake and make things with her hands, and Open Circle had given her an opportunity
“to be creative again.”
Jamila said they still had lots of things from the sessions at home, on Adam’s walls. In
particular, she remembered a mask with wings and a book that they had kept as a souvenir.
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They kept these souvenirs to remind them of how much they enjoyed it. Open Circle had
helped Adam to develop the self-confidence that Jamila believed would enable him to
flourish at school, and had helped Jamila to understand her own role, as a parent, in her son’s
education.
Roxanne and Logan (3yrs)
Logan started at nursery in December 12, but they came to the weekly Open Circle
workshops at the acta centre for most of the calendar year leading up to that.
Roxanne valued all the different activities and ideas each week, and particularly liked the
“natural ingredients,” building creative activities around everyday materials e.g. food, and all
the “friendly staff”. The activities they remember enjoying most were the playdough and the
coloured rice.
Roxanne said that she had never considered how much Logan would enjoy playing with
empty cardboard boxes, but following the cardboard box den-making session, she would
often let him play with cardboard boxes at home now. This is the main difference that Open
Circle had made to Roxanne, that she now had a more relaxed and confident approach to
what activities Logan would be interested in. Roxanne also described how she had benefitted
from the social aspect of Open Circle, building relationships with other parents in the group,
and participating in creative activities where she was encouraged to develop her own voice /
her own opinions /creative decisions:
“It made me more confident. I was quite shy and quiet, but I am more outspoken now.”
Roxanne also reported that Open Circle has encouraged Logan to be more confident and
curious. Roxanne described how the cardboard box den-making activity in particular had
encouraged Logan to be more confident about trying new things, learning to be curious.
“He likes exploring.”
The only thing that Roxanne would have changed about Open Circle is that activities could
have gone on for longer in sessions. They were having so much fun, and sometimes felt that
they were being rushed through things, as the workers had so many things they wanted to
pack in. However, Roxanne agreed that she probably would not have wanted sessions to be
any longer than they were (1.5 hours), as the children would have been too tired. At the same
time, she would not have wanted any of the activities to have been missed out, as families
benefitted from all the different ideas introduced in the sessions. The parents recognised that
they could then replicate some of the activities at home, so that they had longer to enjoy
them.

Ella and Poppy (4 yrs)
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Katie and Poppy (3 yrs)
Helen and Aiden (2 yrs)
These three families had all been attending for between a year and 18 months. Ella and Katie
had heard about the project when we circulated flyers at Compass Point in February 12, and
also received recommendations by word of mouth.
Ella reported that Poppy had been “totally engrossed in everything,” all the way through
the project. Ella appreciated the lovely atmosphere in the workshops, and that activities
encouraged them to use “more imagination than any other groups do, or anything I would do
at home.”
Ella also commented on the nice cultural mix of the group. We discussed the importance of
the group being free and open access, and that this meant there was no labelling as to who
the group was for.
Katie added that she was impressed with the small group size, which allowed everyone to get
to know each other well; (6 – 8 families, 20 – 25 people, on register at any one time).
They all remembered a fantastic session where they made cakes out of plasticine, and
baked them in a cardboard oven, and they came out as real cakes. There was also a bank
with pretend money, and a delivery van. Katie commented that it was “so magical.” Helen
remembered the session making fruit and vegetable people best, and also a week when
they painted boxes with luminous paint so that they all glowed. Helen most valued the messy
activities and activities using their hands, as these were things they would not consider doing
at home.
Katie reported that they had often finished making things at home that they had started in the
session. Also, the workshops had inspired her with ideas of projects they could do together
at home. All the families agreed that the workshops had inspired related activities at home,
often led by the children, singing songs and making stories at home in the same way they
had done in the workshops, as well as arts & crafts making activities. Ella added that Open
Circle showed them that you don’t need to go out and buy materials, but there are so many
everyday materials that can be used. Ella particularly remembered the coloured rice, and
other tactile materials they used.
Helen commented that the project has allowed them to engage too, as well as their children,
and in particular, that they have the “time to do it here.” Katie agreed, and explained that she
felt completely focused on having a fun time together when she came to the workshops,
with no other distractions. In terms of the difference Open Circle had made to her, she
explained:

“My mentality... we had a happy time here... nothing else to worry about.”
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The mums went on to discuss the importance of adult role models for the children to follow,
and how this had encouraged them to become more confident parents.
“Aiden learns by watching me do it.” Helen
Katie explained that seeing their mums take part in the sessions had changed their
expectations of them, so that when the children took ideas home from the session, they
expected the mums to join in their role play, in the same way that they had done in the
workshop. Katie told us that Poppy had continued the train ride workshop at home, turning
the house into a train track, and taking her teddies on a train ride around the house.
Ella commented that she valued the opportunity to watch Poppy in a group situation,
responding to an adult facilitator, and that this had helped her to become a more confident
parent:
“I think I am more relaxed now... I allow Poppy to use her own imagination to do things in the
way that she wants... I’m not very creative at all, but when Poppy was not engaging, it was
more important for me to do it, for her to see... We have a better, more creative relationship
now.”
Ella added that Open Circle had highlighted for her the importance of giving positive
feedback to boost their children’s confidence.
Katie told Alan a story about Poppy from her very first Open Circle, when she was just 2
years. At the end of the session as everyone was getting ready to leave, she was stood with
Poppy in one corner of the hall, and Alan was stood at the opposite far corner of the hall.
Poppy had a piece of plasticine in her hand, and she suddenly ran right across the hall to Alan,
gave him the plasticine, and ran all the way back to her mum’s side.
“It was the furthest she had ever been away from me.”
Katie described how surprised she was by this, as Poppy was quite shy when she first joined,
and had not had any male role models in her life up to that point. Helen agreed that it was
unusual to have men leading these sorts of workshops. All agreed that Alan had been an
amazing project leader.
Katie went on to describe how Poppy had grown in confidence through the project:
“When she first came she was a watcher, rather than a doer... She feels safe here, as she
knows everyone in the group, so feels able to take a few more risks.”
Helen agreed that for her, the most valuable part of the project was the safety of the group
itself, in that you know the other families in the group and what to expect.
Katie explained that for her, the containment of the workshop enabled her to focus on what
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was happening within the session, and escape from everything else, to have fun and be
happy.
For Ella, the ideas that the workshop leaders came up with each week were most valuable,
stimulating everyone in different ways.
“Our house is decorated with everything we’ve done... good memories...”
Interview with three families from Avonmouth Primary School, year 1 of project (2009/10)
Led by Katie, written by Helen
17 May, 2013
Jo, Ethan (yr 7), Primrose (yr 6) & Jacob (yr 1)
Alison,Alex (yr 6) & Caitlin(yr 2)
Becky, Will (yr 7) & Madeline (yr 2)		
Katie invited three families from the group at Avonmouth Primary School, a group that she
led with a variety of co-workers in the first year of Open Circle, to the acta centre for an
evaluation session / interview. The families arrived by taxi, and came into the hall, where Katie
had laid out some mask making materials on a table, & set up a screen to show some films
from their project four years ago. They were all delighted to see each other again.
We began by watching a short film that the group had made of themselves in their
workshops, so that they could introduce themselves to the other Open Circle groups, before
meeting up with them at the end of year “sharing event,” a Pirate day trip to the seaside.
“They were so small!”
The families had not seen the film for three years, and were all amazed by how much the
children had changed. Even Jacob, who was less than 2 years old when the project took
place, (6th birthday tomorrow) could remember the workshops. Katie reminded everyone of
all the different things they did, and asked them what their favourite bits were?
“My favourite bit was the beach.” Primrose.
The group went on to watch a short film of their Pirate trip to the seaside, and then took
seats around the table. Katie introduced the mask-making activity, making masks out of paper
bags, by cutting eye holes, and then gluing & sticking a range of different materials to their
bag. She explained that we would be asking them the interview questions whilst they were
having fun making. She began by asking them why they took part in the workshops?
“It was a perfect chance to spend quality time with the children; an excuse not to be doing
the washing and cleaning at home... We got to be really good friends through it, and then we
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were always around each other’s houses...” Jo.
“I wasn’t sure what to expect, but it more than fulfilled any expectations we had.” Becky.
The mums explained that the school had sent letters home to invite families to take part
in the project. The weekly workshops had been on Friday afternoons, with the children
coming out of class early to join the workshops, and then staying on after-school. The mums
explained that the fun workshops were really important to their families because they put the
children in a good mood for the weekend. They gave the family an opportunity to play fun
games together, like Zip, Zap, Boing, and “then on Friday night when dad got back from work,
he played too!” Jo described how her children were always excited to tell their dad all about
the workshops.
The mums went on to explain that they kept coming back each week because they knew
it would always be fun, and they were looking forward to seeing everyone again. They had
made friends. The children were also good friends and always “all got on.” Primrose explained
that the children were all in different year groups, and were not friends outside of the
project, but that they had all become friends through the group.
They went on to explain that Open Circle offered activities that they would not have even
considered doing at home, because they were too messy, or too difficult. The mums all
agreed that they get “more messy” at home now.
“ I try to make things now, that I probably would not have tried before... I think, I can do that,
and I know that I quite enjoy that.” Alison.
Becky went on to explain that Katie had given all the families some gems, and that she had
used hers to make Madeline a special banner for a concert. Open Circle workshops had
opened up their minds to a different approach. Jo explained to me that the project had
completely changed her:
“I’d like to think that I’m a better parent as a result... I have a better understanding of myself
now... I had quite a strict upbringing, and my parents are very strict, so I was always quite
strict with my own children, but Open Circle workshops showed me how to be more open ...
I didn’t realise how creative my children were!”
Jo used the example of the Pirate day trip to the seaside to explain to me what she meant:
“When I was little, going to the beach was just sitting all day on the sand, and asking for
permission to do anything... when Open Circle went there, the whole thing was a Pirate
Day, complete with treasure hunt... even the bus journey there was part of it, with everyone
dressed up as pirates... and all the workshops that we’d had leading up to the trip had been
making different bits for the trip.”
Jo was clear that her confidence had improved as a result of the project. She also
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understood her own responsibility to help her children to become confident young people.
Jo explained to me that she is currently in the process of developing her own small business,
selling unusual hand-made gifts, and that she has recently won a Dragon’s Den contest and is
marketing the business in some national magazines:
“I wouldn’t have had the confidence to do it before.”
Katie asked the families whether there was anything about the project that they would have
changed, or done differently? The adults said that they found the dance and movement
workshops at the beginning of the year quite a challenge. Katie agreed that, on reflection, it
may have been better to programme the dance & movement workshops towards the end of
the year, once the families had become more confident. The adults were too self-conscious
at the start of the year, and the fact that they remember this being quite a challenge is
evidence of their lack of confidence at the start of the project. However, all the families
agreed that these dance workshops were fine once they got to know Katie. All three mums
underlined the importance of Katie as a facilitator in ensuring the project was a success
throughout:
“ Amazing Katie... it wouldn’t have been the same without Katie.”
We asked the group what they would say to a new family who were considering coming
along to the project, and Will was the first to respond:
“Just let go and have fun. It is really enjoyable. You will have memories for the future that
you can tell people about... it makes me feel happy when I am telling people about my good
memories.”
We asked the group whether any of them have kept any of the things that they made in the
workshops four years ago? Alison reported that she had kept the hedgehog that she made
for the animation project. It is still on a shelf in her kitchen.
The mums all agreed that it was their friendship and the opportunity to work together in the
group that they most valued about the project. When the project ended, they said that they
were sad, disappointed & gutted... that it didn’t seem like they’d had a whole year doing the
project, and that they would have done more if they’d been able to.
Notes from Katie.
Jo’s youngest son, Jacob, was only 18 months when the project began, but the whole group
took responsibility for him as the youngster of the group, to ensure he was fully engaged
in all of the activities. He would take part in the games at the start of the session, as well as
the different workshop activities. Jo gave feedback at the time that the group was really
important to him, and that he would ask every day whether it was the group today.
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Katie also remembered parents commenting at the time how valuable it was for them to
have a positive afterschool activity available, as this was often a difficult time of day in which
the children would argue.
The project was supported by a particularly good learning mentor at the school, who had
remarked how difficult it had been for the school to engage parents in educational activities
with their children. Whilst the school did refer families to the project who they believed
would benefit, and we did always ask for any background information about children & their
families, we were never given any written background at the start of a project. It is possible
that in many cases, the school would not have any information themselves, as they would
rarely engage with the child’s family.
These interviews were particularly useful evaluation, as the families engaged in the very
first year of the project, so are now three years on from the end of their engagement, and
can look back at the difference it made to them with the experience of some years. It was
interesting that Will talked about the value of the project in terms of the memories he has,
and that he was able to voice the positive impact that these memories still have on his life
today. Will had clearly flourished in the creative and open atmosphere of the group, and is
now much more confident about who he is as a person, as a result of his engagement. Ethan
on the other hand was more reluctant to engage initially, but he too was fully engaged in the
project throughout, and became a more confident young man as a result of being part of the
group. Both had benefitted from being given the time engaging in positive activities with their
families; an opportunity to shine.
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